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Required Statutory Procedures for Zoning Ordinance
. Amendment, Issuin~ Conditional Use Permits,

and Granting Variances by liinne~;~a
Counties after August 1, 19’78

by Robert W. Snyder*

Introduction

In May 1974, as part of a comprehensive amendment to the planning

enabling legislation for counties, Minnesota lawmakers dramatically re-

vised procedural requirements with respect to zoning ordinance adminis-

tration.
1

The general result was to reduce sharply the degree of discretion

in the assignment of administrative responsibilities and to mandate hearing,

notice, and review procedures for variances, conditional uses, and rezoning.

‘Because of a grandfather clause that was subsequently revised the compli-

ance with the new procedural mandates might be delatyed until four years

2, 3
after the effective date of the statute. The deadline is now August 1, 1978.

This paper discusses in detail the new administrative procedures.

Most counties in Minnesota were granted general authority to regulate

land use and development through adoption of zoning ordinances and other

1.

2.

3.

.(.
,.

Chapter 571, Laws of Minnesota (1974).

Minn. Stat. S 394.312 (1976); as amended, Minn. Stat. S 394.312 (1977
supp. ).

Minn. Stat. iii 394.312 (1977 Supp, ), amending Minn, Stat. 5 394.312
(1976).

The author is indebted to the following persons who provided comments
and suggestions after reading an earlier draft of this paper: Dale Dahl
and Philip Raup, University of Minnesota; Mentor C. Addicks, League
of Minnesota Cities; John Chapuran, Association of Minnesota Counties;
and William Radzwill, Nelson, Doering and Radzwill, Cokato.
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feet

2

cial controls” when Chapter 599, Laws of Minnesota, 1959 became ef-

4, 5
ve in August of that year. Much of the language of that act was

patterned after the Standard Zoning Eriablin.g Act thereinafter SZEA) and

the Standard City Planning Enabling Act (hereinafter CPEA) promulgated

by the U. S. Department of Commerce in

Although some of the deficiencies in that

1926

1959

6, 7
and 1928 respectively.

county planning act (hereinafter

1959 CPA) are striking when viewed retrospectively, it remained essentially

unchanged for 15 years.

During the early part of this interval there was little use of this authori-

ty, but after 1964, when section 701 of the Federal Housing Act of 1954 was

amended to make all counties eligible for federal. financial grants for “com-

prehensive planning”, 8
many counties chose to adopt ordinances developed

by planning consultants contracting with counties pursuant to the federal

“701t’ program. 9 Regulatory activity accelerated with the implementation

of the state shoreland management program based on a 1969 Minnesota

statute requiring counties to regulate land use and development in defined

——

4.

5.

6.

7.

8,

9.

Op cit. Some counties received authority to enact zoning regulations by
legislation passed in 1939 and 1941. Laws of Minn. Ch. 340 SS 1-23 (1939)
(repealed 1974). Laws of Minn. Ch. 210 SS 1-12 (1941) (repealed 1974).

Minn. Stat, i3 645.02 (1976).

Advisory Committee on Zoning, Department of Commerce, A Standard
State Zoning Enabling Act Under Which Municipalities May Adapt
Zoning Regulations (rev. ed. , 1926).

Standard City Planning E,nabling Act, U. S. Department of Commerce,
(1928).

Act of Sept. 2, 1964, Pub. L. 88-560, S 316, 78 Stat. 793.

Copies of all county ordinances in effect on Marchl, 1973, including
date of adoption, are on file with the writer.
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1.0
shore~and areas by a deadline date of ,Ju].,y 1, I!172.

The need for amendment of 1959 CPA became more apparent as ex-

preience was gained in the administration of zoning orcli. nances and other

of ficia L controls. The lack of procedural. guidelines was particularly

troublesome. Awareness of rising concern led the Association of Minne-

sota Counties to initiate steps toward introducing arnendatory legislation.

Recommendations were solicited from several sources, inc Luding a land

use committee bringing together elected county officials, two county plan-

ning directors, a county attorney, and an extension land economist from

(HF) 2591., were caused

after the adoption of

the University of Minnesota.
11

After successive drafts had been considered,

identical bills, Senate File (SF) 2576 and House File

to be introduced into the legislature. IrI the Senate,

several minor amendments recommended by the Committee on Local

1’2
Government, SF 257d was passed on March d, 1974.

13 ‘~~e B-ouse chose

to operate somewhat differently. Subsequent to the adoption of amendments

recommended by the Committee on Environmental Protection and Natural

Resources,
14

but prior to final passage, HF 2591 was compared with the

15
passed Senate companion bill and indefinitely postponed. In the alternative,

10. Minn. Stat. S 105.485 (197’ 6).

11, Personal letter to the writer from Mentor C. Addicks, Staff Attorney,
Association of Minn, Counties, dated Feb. 28, 1973.

12. 3 Journal of the Senate 4463-66, 68th Legislature (Mi. nn. 1974).

1.3. 3 Journal of the Senate 5061, 68th L,egis[ature (Minn. 1974).

14, 3 Journal of the House 5362, 68tk Legislature (Minn. 1974).

15. 4 Journal of the House 6006 et seq and 6044, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).
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the House amended SF 2576 to conform with the postponed house bill,
16

~,/
repulsed an attempt at rereferral to committee, accepted three further

18,19,20
amendments presented on the floor, and proceeded to adopt a

21
revised SF 2576. Following a refusal of the Senate to concur in the

22
House action on SF 2576, a conference committee considered

versions and reported back with a bil L that was passed by both

and signed into law by the governor. 25

both

houses 23, 24

The 1974 legislation dealt with ma,ny facets of the regulatory powers

of county governments in Minnesota, “but a major thrust pointed toward

an overhaul of z,oning administrative practices and procedures. This paper

is confined to a discussion of these matters. It will consider the county

planning act as amended (hereinafter CPAA), not solely the 1974 legisla-

tion.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

4 Journal of the House 6153, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

4 Journal of the House 615~ 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

Id.

4 Journal of the House 6299, 68th Legis

4 Journal of the House 6300, 68th Legis

Id.

ature (Minn. 1978).

ature (Minn. 1978).

4 .Tournal of the House 6459, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

4 Journal of the House 6845-6865, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

4 Journal of the Senate 5975-5992, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

See footnote 1.
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The Minnesota action is of particular interest in that it represents

a rejection of both the underlying. philosophy and the recommendations

of the American Law Institute (hereinafter ALI) as contained in Article

2 of the recently promulgated Model Land Development Code (hereinafter

MLDC). 26 A brief discuss

two approaches.

on will illustrate the major differences in the

While the writers of the MLDC recognized the existence of widespread

confusion with respect to the proper use of traditional administrative and

enforcement mechanisms, they sought to solve the problem by introducing

wholly new terminology and giving the local legislative unit. almost com-

plete discretion as to the delegation of administrative and rninisteri. al

powers. 27 Under the ALI model, all decisions involving the exercise of

discretion in granting or withholding permission to build, occupy, or

develop land and structures,
28

including rezoning amendments,

made by an entity known as a “land development agency” which might be

“the governing body or any committee, commission, board or officer of

the local government. “28 Permission would be granted in the Iorm of a

~’special development permit”, regardless of the legal or theoretical

26. ALI Model Land Dev. Code ~S 2-101 to 2-403 (1976). Tentative drafts
nearly identical to the final version were published prior to introduc-
tion of the 1974 legislation. The final draft was approved in May 1975.

27. Id.

28. AL1 Model Land Dev. Code ~ 2-302 (4) (1976).

29. A1.I Model Land Dev. Code ~ 2-301 (1) (1976).
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basis for the exercise of discretion in that particular case. 3U

‘.rhe distinctions between “use” variances, “non-use” variances, condi -

tional

.rezon

use permits (sometimes called special permits), exceptions, and

ng, all provided for though unnamed, would be observable onLy in

the nature of the resu Lt of the grant or deniai of the request and the reasons

31
stated therefor. OnLy vague and genera L standards to guide decisions of

the land development agency are required. Procedural mandates are strict

in comparison,
32

with extensive hearing and notice provisions and insis-

tence upon a complete record of written findings of fact and conclusions

33
and express reasons for aLl such discretionary decisions.

In the new Minnesota Legislation, the attention given to discretionary

administrative procedures suggests agreement with a basic premise seem-

ing to underlie the ALI approach: many regulatory difficulties can be traced

to widespread confusion regarding the proper use of traditional administra-

tive flexibility devices. But Minnesota has rejected the ALI notion that the

cure consists of supplanting customary terminology and separation of

functions within the governmental structure. Instead, the statute uses and

carefu LLy defines selected terms denoting different types of administrative

devices and circumscribes the assignment of discretionary powers by county

30. Id. % 2-201

31. Id. 892-202, 2-204, 2-205, and 2-207

32. Id. ~ 2-304

33. Id. ~ 2-304 (12)
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units so as to mandate or encourage a clear separation of authority to

respond to different types of landowner requests for individualized con-

sideration. Thus it is in nomenclature, and in the degree of local dis-

cretion to use a variet,y of organizational arrangements that the widest

divergence can

A succinct

be viewed.

outline of the Minnesota approach wiLl show the contrast.

The Minnesota CPAA identifies by name and specifies the composition

of two citizen boards appointed by the legislative county board: the planning

34 35 The representation ofcommission and the board of adjustment.

36} 37 Discretionary administrativeelected officials on both is restricted.

decisions, also identified by name, are statutorily assigned. Rezoning is

38 Quasi-judicialthe ultimate sole responsibility of the county board.

re[ief in the form of “non-use” variances may be obtained only from the

board of adjustment, 39 and only if statutory findings are present. 40 “Use”

variances are declared unlawful. 41
Conditionally-permitted land development,.

34.

35.

96..)

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

Minn. Stat. S 394.30 (1) (1976).

Minn, Stat. i2 394.27 (1) (1976).

See footnote 34.

Minn. Stat. !3 354.27 (2) (1976).

Minn. Stat. SS 394.24 (1) and 394.25 (10) (1976),

Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (7) (1976).

ld.

Ici.



activity or construction,

only after consideration

8

defined as a “condi.tiona

by the planning commiss

,, “42
use , may be authorized

43
on and only after IOCally

formulated but statutorily required particularized standards and criteria

have been found to have been satisfied.
44

Final. authority to allow con-

ditional uses may be delegated to the planning commission or reserved to

45
the county board, Detailed and individualized minimum notice and hearing

46
requirements are set forth b,y statute (an area of agreement with the MLDC’).

The Minnesota CPPA differs from the standard zoning and ~lannin~

47
acts that established the norm for most state enabling laws, including

much of the 1959 CPA, most notably by the enormously greater detail,

taking advantage of decades of experience and court decisions in states

with a long history of land use controls. A striking departure from that

norm is found, however, in provisions allowing assignment of ~?iscretionary

authority to a[low conditional uses (called “exceptions” in the standard act)

to the planning tom].nission or the governing body rather than the board of

48
adjustment. Rejection of the traditional division of authority may have

42.

43,

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

Minn. Stat. ~ 394.22 (7) (1976).

Minn. Stat. 8 394.301 (2) (1976).

Minn. Stat. S 394.301 (1) (1976).

See footnote 43.

Minn. Stat. S 394.26 (1976).

See footnotes 6 and 7. Also 1 American Land Planning
Law ~ 1801 (N. Williams, 1977).

See footnote 43 and ~ 7, SZEA
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been motivated by a belief that some difficulties encountered in discretionary

administration of zoning arose because of a failure to comprehend important

distinctions between the granting of variances and the approval of condi -

tionally-permitted development and that the t’ailure ma~ have been partially

caused by the placement of authority for both in a sing[e body, the board of

adjustment.

Proceeding to a detailed examination of the end product of legislative

activity, it will be instructive to observe that this discussion is limited

to statutory provisions related to the discret~onar,y administration of zoning

regulations. “Discretionary administration” is definecl to include, as well

as the issuance of variances and conditional use permits, the adoption of

amendments which have the singular effect of changing the district class i-

fication of one or a few parcels of land. Though this inclusion defies

the reasoning of the Minnesota Supreme Court, which has declared such

amendments, often referred to as “rezoning”, to be Iegislati. ve, not admin-

49. 50
istrative, in nature, It IS satisfactory for our purposes. The exposi -

tion which foilows will consider, first, statutory provisions affecting the

character and authority of governmental. entities in which the power to make

discretionary administrative decisions .is or may be vested and, secondly,

provisions with respect to the exercise of the three types of discretion.

49. State, by Rochester Association of Neighborhoods v. City of Rochester,
Minn. , 268 NW2d. 885 (1978), Czech v. City of131aine,
Minn, 253 NW2d 272 (1977), Sun Oil Company v. Viliage

‘of New Hope, 300 “Mi’nn. 326, 220 NW2d 256 (1974), Denn,y v. City of
Du[uth, 295 Mi.nn. 22, 202 NW2d 892 (1972).

50, It might be noted that there is legal precedent elsewhere for the classi-
fication used here. Fasano v, Board of Commissioners, 264 Ore. 574,
507 P. 2d 23 (1973), Fleming v. City of Tacoma, 81 Wash2d 292, 502 P2d
327 (1972).
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The Countv Board

‘The eount,y board, more properly, but unusually, termed the board

count,y commissioners, is the governing Iegislativp body at the count,y

level of government in Minnesota. It comprises five county residents

elected for staggered four ,year terms from fit~e geographic districts (in

of

51
eluding urban places) as nearly equal. in population as possible. Because

decisions by the county board are subject to limited court review,
52 it;

rna,y in the absence of statutory mandates to the contrary exercise a sig-

nificantly greater degree of discretion than nonelective bodies. Its members

are, of course , concomitantly subject to more intense politican inf Luence

than members of appointed boards and commissions.

Powers and Duties of the County Board—.—

The powers and duties of the county board related to discretionary

zoning administration will generally be indicated in succeeding sections.

Its main responsibility, obviously fundamental, is the adoption of the com -

prehensi!Te zoning ordinance. ~“his encompasses, inter am, the designa-

tion and delineation of zoning districts, the specification of land develop-

ment activities and developments to be treated as conditional uses, and the

determination of standards and criteria to be utilized in approving or deny-

ing requests for conditional use permits. Many po[ic,y-setting actions b,y the

county board may, of course, indirectly impact on zoning administrative

practices.

51. Minn Stat. ~~ 375.01 and 375.025 (1976). Exceptions: (1) Counties with
an area exceeding 5, 000 square miles and a population exceeding
75, 000 have seven man boards. Minn. Stat. ~ 375.01 (1976); (2) The
board for Ramsey Count,y comprises seven members. Sp. Law 1871,

~~a See footnote 490 Also Zy[ka v. Cr,ystal, 283 Minn. 192, 167 NW2d 45
(1969).

c. 73,



The Planning Commission

The largest appointive bod,y involved with discretionary count,y zoning

administration in Minnesota is likely to be a citizen board statutorily

provided for and now statutorily named the planning commission. The name

is taken from the C’PEA which assigned to the planning commission final

authority with respect to the approval of land subdivision plats, but stated

that, if appointed, it was to have with respect to zoning the same responsi-

bilities as and replace a similar body provided for in the SZEA and ca\led

therein a zoning commission.
53

These latter responsibilities were strictly

54
advisory. In Minnesota, perhaps because sole authority to approve land

55
subdivision plats was alread~r vested in the county board, so these decisions

were not to be made by the commission, the 1959 CPA used the term

“ 56 This nomenclature, discouraging the“planning advisory commission ,

57
assi~nment of nonadvisor,y functions to the commission, nrevail~rl until

the 1.974 amendment eliminated the center term and clearly authorized the

exercise of delegated nonadvisor,y

Several statutory provisions,

functions.
58

some added in the 1974 amendment,

supply procedural mandates and border the county board’s discretion in

53. CPEA ~ 11 See footnote 7

54. SZEA S 6 See footnote 6

55. Minn. Stat ~ 505.09 (1976) (adopted Ch. 225, ~ 1, Laws of Minn. )(1929).

56. Ch. 571, ~ 31, Laws of Minn. (1959)

57. See p. 17 et seq, infra.——

58. Minn Stat. ~ 394.30 (1) (1976) (amending Minn. Stat. ~ 394. 30 (1) (1971)



choosing a

states that

12

59
planning commission. One of the more interesting provisions

appointment of the commission must be accomplished b,y ordin -

ante, triggering a statutory prior public notice m“andate for that action

b,y the governing body.
61

This newly imposed requirement may be unneces -

sarily burdensome, particularly when the appointment concerns the rep

ment of retiring commission members comprising a fraction of total

membership. Although one ma,y suspect that the Legislature intended onl,

ace-

that the creation of the planning commission as an official entity be accom-

plished by ordinance, as in the case of the board of adjustment, 62 rather

than the appointment of members to the commission, such an interpreta-

tion can be reached only by straining the rather clear language of the

statute.

Few surprises appear in the statutory composition requirements.

Although not specifically declared by the statute, there are two classes of

membership: regular and ex-officio. 63 Only regular members, of which

five to eleven may be appointed, hold the power to vote. Language added

in 1974 makes it ver,y clear that only one regular member may be an

64 Previously one member was to beofficer or emplo,yee of the count,y.

a county commissioner, but additional representation by elected

59, See footnote 34. This is wholly unlike Minnesota’s municipal planning
act which allows almost complete freedom to the governing bod,y. Minn.

Stat. S 462.354 (1976).

60. Purposely Left blank

61. Minn. Stat. ~ 375.51 (1) and (2) (1976).

62. See footnote 35.

63, See footnote 34

64. See footnote 58
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65offic~als was not specifically precluded. If political insularity will lead

to greater objectivity without an offsetting reduction in sense of responsi -

bility, the change should have

Residency requirements,

a Positive influence.

still present but less stringent after the

1974 amendment, continue to reflect an unfortunate preference for ab-

solute numbers instead of more meaningful percentages. The deletion

of a previous mandate that at least three of the 5 to 11 members be “elec-

tors” living in unincorporated areas, as provided in both bills as introduced, 66

survived committee action in both houses, but was supplanted by a House

floor amendment to SF 2576
67

that was retained in the passed conference

68, 69
committee bill. Consequently, the law now provides for a minimum

70
representation of two residents of unincorporated areas. Given the likely

representation of rural interests on the county board and I.imitations on the

territory affected by county zoning ordinances, 71
the effect of this require-

ment is questionable.

65. Minn. Stat.
(1976).

9 394.30 (l. ) (1971); as amended, Minn. Stat. ~ 394.30 (1)

66. SF2576 ~ 33, and HF2591 ~ 33 (as introduced) See page 3 supra

67. 4 Journal of the House 6300, 68th Legislature (1974).

68. 4 tJournal of the House 6855, 68th Legislature (Minn.

69. 4 Journal of the Senate 5876, 69th Legislature (Minn.

70. See footnote 34.

71. In most Minnesota counties, the majority of the total

1974).

1974).

county population

which elects the county board, lives in unincorporated areas. Even

where not true because of a larger city in a particular county, the
board is very unlikely to fail to appoint at least two rural residents to
a body concerned almost exclusively with [and use planning and control
outside incorporated areas.
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Far more significant is a wholly new provision that proscribes service

on the commission as a regular member b,y any person who has received

during the two ,years prior to appointment any substantial portion of his or

her income from “business operations involving the development of land

72
within the county for urban and urban -re Lated purposes”. This ostensibly

strong antidevelopment posture first appeared as a committee amendment

to I-IF 2591 that restricted representation to one such individual,
73

The

74
same language was continued in the House version of SF 2576, but the

more stringent measure appeared in the conference committee bill that

75, 76
was enacted.

This absolute prohibition may be an overreaction

from knowledgeable quarters that land use planning is

to suggestions

often ineffective be-

77
cause decision making bodies are controlled by developer interests.

To the extent the statutory mandate is observed, it is likely to prejudice

the attitude of the planning commission and seriously infringe on its ability

to be representative of all citizens in the county. This will both diminish

the commission’s

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

See footnote

3 Journal of

See pages 3

See footnote

See footnote

value in an advisory capacity and reduce the probability

34.

the House 5361, 68th Legis

and 4 supra.

68.

59.

ature (Minn. 1974).

CIausen, Suburban Land Conversion in the United States, 102 et seq.
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that the more broadly representative county board, whose members, especially

78
in developing areas, are likely to be sympathetic to development interests,

will delegate to the commission any final decision making authority. Neither

outcome seems desirable. However, failure to observe the statutory pro-

hibition may open any decision by the planning commission to attack on juris-

dictional grounds.

The planning commission’s ability to reach wise decisions may be

inflated by the optional appointment of technicians and other knowledgeable

79
persons as ex-officio members. Such appointments, though not limited

numerically, are confined to persons holding positions as county officers

80
and employees. A committee amendment to HF 2591 extending ex-officio

appointment to employees of the state and federal government, though

81
continued in the House version of SF 2576, did not appear in the final

82
conference bill. This means that some useful technicians, such as

district conservationists of the Soil Conservation Service, U. S . D. A. ,

may not serve on the commiss

course, participate usefully in

78. Id.

79. See footnote 34,

on in an ex-officio capacity. They may, of

other capacities.

80. See footnote 56, In 1973, 61 counties reported ex-officio planning
commission members. Positions commonly represented were highway
engineer, agricultural extension agent, attorney, zoning administrator,

and auditor. Numbers can become excessive. In 1973 one county re-

ported 17 ex-off,i.cio members. R. Snyder, Organizational Arrangements

for County Planning, Ag. Ext. Serv. Sp. Rept. 48 (rev. 1976, Minn. ).

81. 4 Journal of the House 6017, 68th Legislature (Minn. p974).

82. 4 Journal of the House 6855, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).



Capabilities of the planning

of provisions added in 1974 that

1.6

commission may aiso improve as a result

provide for compensation to its members

in ,an

were

83
amount to be determined by the county board. Previously, payments

listed to reimburesement for expenses.
84

The new allowance may

assist in obtaining more highly qualified and respected members of the

county community to serve the public in”that capacit,y.

Duties and Responsibilities of Planning Commissions

Under pre-1974 law, the planning commission’s role was described

in terms of assisting the “planning agency” in carrying out its duties, in-

85
eluding the development of recommended official controls, The “plan-

ning agency” was defined alternatively and cumulatively as the planning

director, planning commission or department, or the office of a pLanning

or zoning director or inspector; and the board of adjustment; plus staff

86
members, emp[oyees, and consultants of these entities. Organizational

patterns and operational relationships under this arrangement were am-

biguous. Through the 1974 deletion of these provisions and adoption of

a new subdivision directing the planning commission to coo~erate

with the planning

83.

84.

85.

86.

Minn. Stat.

Minn. Stat.

director and other county employees

~ 394.30 (3) (1976); amending Minn.

in developing

Stat. ~ 394. 30(3)(1971).

~ 394.30 (3) (1971); as amended, Minn. Stat, ~ 394.30 (3)
(1976). It might be noted that even these payments were prohibited by
the CPEA (S 4) (see footnote 7) and that the Minnesota municipal p\an-
ning act and the MLDC avoid the issue altogether.
(1976). See footnote 26.

C’h. 559, ~ 10 (2), Laws of Minn. (1959) (repealed

Ch. 559, g 2 (5), Laws of Minn. (1959) (repealed

Minn. Stat. S 462.354

1974).

1974).
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recommendations to the county board, a more independent status of the

87
commission is indicated.

In a somewhat si-mi.lar fashion,

to 1974 amendments was required to

the planning commission prior

conduct public hearings on

all proposed rezoning actions and report its findings and conclu-

sions to the “planning agency” for forwarding with planning agency

comments to the county board. 88 This provision has also been

deleted
89

but the commission i.s now one of several entities to

whi,ch the county board may assign responsibility for conducting
90

public hearings for “one or more purposes”, including rezoning.

With respect to the latter, the commission’s posi-ti.on now is

assured an opportunity for expression through statutorily declared

powers of review prior to the enactment of any ordinance amendment,
91

including rezoning, by the board.

A 1974 statutory change with the potential for more far

reaching consequences concerns the planning commission’s role in

conditional use permit administration. Previously, the statutory

name, “planning ad.vi-sory commission, “coupled with duties described

primarily in terms of assisting and advising other entities, as

i.n the fami-liar SZEA, apparently induced a belief that county

officials could not delegate final admi-nistrative decision-making

87. Mi.nn. Stat. s 394.30”(4) (1976), amending Minn. Stat. .!? 394.30(4) (1971)

88. See footnote 85 .

89. Ch. 571 S 51 Laws of Minn. (1974).

90. Minn. Stat. s 394.26 (3a) (1976).

91. &linn. Stat. s 394.25 (10) (1976).
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authority to the commission. Reinforcement for that limitation

could be found in the stated position of some officials of the

State Planning Agency that the is’sua.nces of conditional use

permits resulted in a change of use tantamount to rezoning and

therefore should be accomplished only by the legislative board of

92
county commissioners. Although this characterization seems in

retrospect to have reflected a misunderstanding of the proper

role of conditional use permits, the influence of its assertion

strengthened a natural predilection of county board members to

keep a close hold on land use planning and zoning because of their

potentially politically destructive nature. The effect of these

forces is reflected by conditions in

of all county zoning ordinances gave

ission final authority to act on requests for

1973, when only ten percent

the planning advisory comm-

93
conditional use permits.

A new statutory provision now expressly authorizes the count,y board

to delegate this authority to p[anning commissions, prohibits such dele-

gationto any other entit,y, and mandates reviewby the planning commission

prior to any final decision whenever the board eLects to reserve the authority

to itseLf.
94

If counties choose to exercise the optionto delegate, which

95
other sections of the C’PAA tend to encourage, the availability of exper-

tise represented b,y ex-officio membership and through cooperation with

92. Based on personal experience of the writer as a participant in work-
shops sponsored by the State Planning Agency in the late 1960’s.

93. Unpublished research findings. Ordinances on file with the writer,

94. See footnotes 87 and 43.

95. See p. 39 infra. But see also p. 15 supra for a source of a counter-
te~dencv.
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the planning director and other employees wi[i rise in significance.

The Board of Adjustment——

As it has since its inception in 1959, the Minnesota county planning act

continues to require that a body designated therein as a board of adjustment

be created by the county board at the time that the county adopts a zoning

96.
ordinance or any other “official control”. The method and term of ap-

pointment of persons serving on the board and the designation of their duties

and functions additional to those assigned by statute are matters to be deter-

mined by the board of county commissioners within statutorily established

boundaries. Pursuant to language inserted by the 1974 amendment, such

determinations must be accomplished b,y ordinance, requiring prior public

97,98 The
notice of official action; thus frequent changes are unlikely.

size of the board, fixed at three until 1974, may now vary from three to

99
seven members. A predictable consequence wii[ be a five person board

comprising one member from each of the five count,y commissioner dis -

100
tricts.

The composition of the board of adjustment is subject to certain

statutory constraints which remain unchanged by the 1974 amendments.

96. See footnote 35.

CJ7a See footnote 37.

98. See footnote 61.

99. See footnote 37.

100. See P. 10 supra
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F’rom a quasi-constitutional perspective, the most interesting is the pro-

hibition of appointment to the board of (1) any elected count,y official or (2)

any employee of

of the historical

the board of county commissioners.
101

This observation

separation-of-powers doctrine should have the consequence

of making the board of adjustmerit a truly quasi-judicial body capable of

making more objective, almost wholly apolitical decisions. It presents a

sharp contrast with Minnesota’s municipal planning act, which expressly

102 the
a}lows the governing body to serve as its own board of adjustment,

MLDC, which is even less restrictive
103

and the 1926 SZE.A, which seerned

to assume but does not mandate separateness.
104

The completely separate

statw also frees the county board and its individual imembers from time-

consuming administrative or quasi-judicial matters, affording more careful

attention to weightier governmental policy issues. Control over actions of

the board of adjustment may be exercised through procedural requirements

anc~ other directions or, in probably rare cases, legal attack.

To a planner, another continuing compositional mandate may be of at

least equal interest: one member of the board of adjustment is required

to also be a member of the planning corn, mission, if one has been appointed.
105

101, See footnote 37. Apparently appointed county officers (e. g. , engineer
or assessor) ma,y serve on the board of adjustment.

102. Minn. Stat. S 462.354 (2) (1976).

103. See footnote 29.

104. Op Cit. ~ 7. See footnote 6.

105. See footnote 37. As of 1973, all but one county coming under these
provisions had appointed planning commissions. R. Snyder, Organi -
zatiorJal Arrangements for County Planning, Agri. Ext. Ser. Sp. Rept.
48 (rev. 1976, Minn. ).
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The apparent purpose is to help assure that land use planning considerations

are given voice in the board’s deliberations. Since “one” is a minimum,

not

the

a fixed number, the complete board of adjustment may also serve on

planning commission; in 1973, when the size of the board was limited

to three, a survey showed that this

ties. 106 In eight additional cases,

107
planning commissioners. Some

was actually the case in seven coun -

two members of the board were a[so

overlap seems advisable, but an ex-

cessive amount (1) concentrates citizen participation

and (2) may Lead to a pro-planning, pro-regulate bias

the board’s intermediary role.

n fewer

that wou

ndividuals

d distort

The possibility of conflict-of- interest problems is another issue

addressed by [anguage added by the 1974 amentment. First, provision is

made for the appointment of an alternate member on three person boards,

who may vote when a regular member’s vote might be suspect. 108 Secondly,

regardless of the

interest who does

be disqualified by

board. 109 This may or may not in fact change the nature of the law, but the

express directive should encourage the board to take greater care in its

observation of proper procedures.

size of the board, a member with a potential conf[ict of

not voluntarily abstain from voting on a given issue may

a majority vote of the other regular members of the

106. Agri. Ext. Ser. Sp. Rept 48 (see footnote 105),

107. Id.

108. Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (2) (1976); amending Minn, Stat. S 394.27 (2)
(1971).

109. Id ,
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Another new provision that may help to improve the calibre of de-

cisions by the board of adjustments authorizes compensation to regular

and alternate members over and above their necessary

The amount and mode of payment is Left as a matter of

110
expenses.

local discretion.

111
Previously, only reimbursement of expenses was allowed.

Another provision added in 1974 seems of questionable value, though

not because the underlying motive is defective. In a House floor amendment

to SF 2576 112 that reappeared in the enacted conference bill, it was speci-

fied that at least one member be appointed from the unincorporated area of

the county. 113 As in the case of a similar mandate for planning commis-

sions the new provision seems superfluous. 114

Duties and Responsibilities of the Board of Adjustment

It was in the specification of powers directly granted to the board of

adjustment without delegation b<y the county board that the pre - 1974 statute

may have been most acutely inadequate. ‘The 1959 CPA declared that there

were two such powers: (1) to act as an appellate body with respect to de-

cisional acts of zoning enforcement officers and (2) to “act. upon all questions

as they may arise in the administration of any ordinance”, including the

110.

111.

112.

113.

114.

Id.

Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (2) (1971); as amended Minn, Stat. 3 394.27 (2)
(1976).

4 Journal of the House 6300, 68th Leg

C’h. 571, ~ 24, Laws of Minn, (].974).

See page 13 and footnote 71 supra.

slature (’Minn. 1974).
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115
interpretation of a zoning map. The latter, as would be expected,

was the source of many difficulties. We wiLk consider them in order.

Much of statutory language with respect to the board’s general appel-

late power was taken or adapted from the SZEA.
116

It confines the board’s

117
jurisdiction to appeals from acts of code enforcement officials, authorizes

the board to affirm, reverse,
118

or modify a contested action, and provides

that the board’s decision is final except for appeal in a de novo trial in

district court. 119 New provisions resulting from the 1974 amendments,

noted here without discussion, are: (1) a mandatory stay of all proceedings

120 (2) the addition of requiredin furtherance of the action appealed from,

notice to the public of the hearings on the appeal, 121’ 122 (3) a mandate

that the stated reasons for the board’s decision be in writing,
123

115.

116.

117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122.

123.

Minn. Stat. El 394.27 (5) (1971); as amended, Minn. Stat. !5 394.27 (5)
(1976).

Op. Cit. 5 7. See footnote 7.

Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (5) (1976). Prior to the 1974 amendment, authority
to act on other types of appeals (e. g. , appeals from administrative de-
cisions of the planning commission or county board) may have been con-
veyed by other language. See footnote 115.

Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (6) (1976).

Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (8) (1976), generally replacing language pre-
viously found at Minn, Stat. S 3!34.27 (6) (1971).

Minn. Stat. ~ 394.27 (6) (1976), amending Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (6) (1971).

Id,

Compare public hearing notice requirements for variances discussed
at 61 supra. This may be a source of some confusion.

See footnote 120.
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(’~) the extension of express statutory standing to appeal board of adjustment

decisions to district court to all boards, departments and commissions of

the county and of the state,
124

and (5) the imposition of mandatory recording

of all orders of the board acting on such appeals with the county recorder

125, 126
or registrar of titles.

The broader Language in the pre-197’4 statute granting to the board of

adjustment power to act on all administrative questions “as they may arise”

was preceded by a mandatory “shall” that apparently left no option to the

1.27
count,y board as to the placement of administrative functions. Its origin

128
is not known to this writer but it was part of the original 1959 act, and

may kave been meant as an alternative but equivalent to phrases in the SZEA

to the effect that the board of adjustment “shall” have the power to authorize

129
variances and to issue conditional use permits. If so, the

would also have included power to act on appeals, making the

same language

express grant

124.

125.

126.

127.

128.

129.

Minn. Stat. /3 394.27 (9) (1976). It is likely that standin~ is also granted
by other statutes, e. g. , Minn. Stat. Ch 116B (1976) (Env~ronmenta~ Rights
Act).

Minn. Stat. ,9 394.27 (8) (1976). l-he apparent rationale for the record a-
tion is the presumed benefits to potential buyers or future owners. Its
value seems questionable. See p, 60 infra.

It might be noted here that the MLDC’ has no provisions for quasi-judicial
appel Late action regarding code enforcement officer decisions. The om-
budsman land development agency, whatever it’s make-up or character,
is considered to have made the decision itself. Op. Cit. 5 2-301 (2).

Minn. Stat. !3 394.27 (5) (1971); as amended, Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (5)
(1976).

Ch. 559 ~ 7 (5) Laws of Minn. (1959).

5 7, SZEA. See footnote 7. The actual terminology was somewhat dif-
ferent.
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Though with
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130
in the 1959 act redundant.

adoption of recent amendments interpretation problems have

largely evaporated, responses in the form of county

are interesting. It appears that the offending clause

zoning ordinance provisions

was generally treated

as ambiguous. Interpreted literally, for example, it would have required that

all conditional use permits be issued only by order of the board of adjustment;

in actuality, this was true in 1973 for only 28 percent of all county zoning ordin-

131
antes. Literal compliance was much higher, 83 percent, with respect to

1’?9

variances, but still less than complete. ‘“’

Since 1974, there can be no doubt as to

administrative functions. The amend atory

the proper ass gnment of these

anguage states that the board

133 discussed
of adjustment shall have the exclusive power to grant variances,

134 135
in detai Lbelow, co-existing with its appellate duties and responsibilities.

The authority to grant conditional use permits, also discussed below,
136

may not be exercised by or delegated to the board of adjustment, and is

137
reserved at the option of the county board to itself or the planning commission.

130.

131,

132.

133.

134.

135.

136.

137.

See p. 23 supra.

See footnote 93. The percentage undoubtedly would have been lower in the
absence of guidance from a model shore land management ordinance promul-
gated by the state Department of Natural Resources that designated the board
of adjustment for this function. Minn. Reg. Cons. 77. (1970 ed. ).

See footnote 93.

Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (7) (1976); amending Minn. Stat. ~ 394.27 (7) (1971).

See ~. 45 et seq. infra.—— —

Minn. Stat. El394.27 (5) (1976).

See p. 39 et seq. infra—— —

See footnote 44,
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county zoning
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a period of statutorily derived administrative confusion in

in Minnesota.

Administrative Procedures for Rezoning

As indicated supra “rezoning” means an amendment to an ordinance

that changes the district classification of one or a few, usually contiguous,

parcels of property, most commonly owned by a single party requesting

138
the amend atory action. Since rezoning is confide., ed a legislative act

in Minnesota, court review is circumscribed by the separation-of-powers

doctrine, al Lowing the exercise of a great deal of discretion by the county

board. 139 As a consequence, there is less legal protection against arbi-

trary, politically motivated acts than in the care of variances or corrdi -

tional use permits.

only a few statutory constraints relate to rezoning. The,y can be placed

into two categories: (1) those applying to any zoning ordinance amendment,

.~nd (2) those applying only to those amendments defined herein as rezoning.

Considering the former categor,y first, we must observe that prior to the

197’4 amendment, zoning ordinance amendments, although adoptable by

141
resolution and therefore not subject to the rather nominal

142
quirements for aLl county ordinances, could nevertheless

after a public hearing conducted by the planning commission,

notice re -

be adopted only

if such a

138.

139,

140.

141.

142.

See p. 9 et seq supra.——

See footnote 49.

Intentionally left blank

Minn. Stat. ~ 394.24 (1) (1971); as amended Minn. Stat. S 394.24 (1) (1976),

Minn. Stat. /3 375.51 (1) and (2) (1971); as amended Minn. Stat. S 375.51
(1) and (2) (1976).
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body had been appointed.
143, 144

Subsequently the planning

was required to transmit

to the “planning agency”,

same to the county board

findings and conclusions based on

145
which

along with

commission

the hearing

n turn was required to forward the

“such comments and recommendations”

146
as it deemed necessary.

As a result of 1974 amendments; somewhat different procedures con-

tinue but expand notice and hearing mandates whi Le enhancing the influence

of the planning commission. All amendments are now requirec] to be adopted

by the county board by ordinance,
147

bringing the action within the purview

of Minn. Stat, S 375. 51, which itself was revised in 1974 to provide in the

case of zoning ordinances and other “official controls” for a imandatory

148
prior hearing after 10 days public notice. In addition, another new

provision mandates written notice of the hearing to the governing bodies of

149
al~ cities and townships in the county.

A hearing conducted

satisfy this requirement.

by the planning commission may still be used to

150
Alternatively the county board now has the

option of assigning responsibility for this type of hearing as well as others

1430

144.

145.

146.

147.

148.

149.

150.

Ch. 559, S 6 (1) Laws of Minn. (1959 )(repeaIed 1974).

Ch. 559, ~ 10 (2) Laws of Minn. (1959) (repealed 1974).

See description of “planning agency” at p. 16 supra.

See footnote 144.

Minn. Stat. !5 394.24 (1) (1976).

Minn. Stat. ~ 375.51 (1) and (2) (1976)9 amending Minn. Stat. ~ 375.51
(1) and (2) (1971).

Minn. Stat. ~ 394.26 (2) (1976), amending Minn. Stat. ~ 394.26 (2) (1971).

Minn. Stat. ~ 394.26 (3a) (1976), replacing M,inn. Stat. ~ 394.26 (3) (1971).
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151
to any official or employee of the county. This clears the wa,y for the ap-

pointment of a “hearing examiner” who may posses or develop special skills

for such occasions and bring greater formality to the hearing process. Al-

though there is a cross reference here to Minn. Stat El 375.51, the latter

152
provides no further guidance on the matter.

Whether or not the planning commission conducts the hearing, it now

must have an opportunity to pass judgment on all amendment proposals

153
prior to passage. Though by express statutory language amendments

may be initiated by the county board and by petition of affected property

owners, as well as the planning commission itself,

not r.ct on any proposed amendment not initiated by

154
the county board may

the planning commission

until it has received the commission’s recommendation after appropriate

155
study. The commission in turn is directed to cooperate with the plan-

ning director and other county employees in preparing and recommending

156
amendments for adoption. The directive undoubtedly carries over to

imply coercion to cooperate in review of amendments from other sources,

151.

152.

153.

154.

155.

156.

Id. The Board

for conducting

of Adjustment may also be assigned responsibility

public hearings for “one or more purposes”. Id.

See footnote 90 and Minn. Stat. S 375.51 (1976).

See footnote 91.

Id.

ld.

See footnote 87.
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since it appears to have the purpose of preventing the commission from

refusing to, consider the views of such experts and other employees in

making reports to the county koard.

When it comes to final enactment by the county board, public not

must be given of the meeting at which the amendment

and the proposal must be approved by a majority vote

the board, not just those present. 158

will be conside:

ce

ed

of all members of

The second category of statutory constraints, those that apply only to

159
amendments that are characterized as rezoning encompasses a sing[e

additional public hearing notice requirement: .to all owners of record within

160
one- half mile of the affected property. This further imposition came

down from a 1976 amendment flowing from the controversy over the scope

of newly required notice for hearings on other discretionary administrative

acts. 161 Although the resulting statutory language drawing rezoning hearings

into the more detailed express written notice mandate is a bit clumsy, the

162
interpretation given here, though perhaps leading to some redundancy,

162a
seems unavoidable.

157.

158.

159.

160.

161.

162.

162a.

Intentionally left blank

See footnote 61

See p. 9 suprao

Minn. Stat. ~ 394.26 (2) (1976).

Ch. 177 ~ 1, L,aws of Minn. (1976).

Both the first and last paragraphs of Minn. Stat. s 394.26 (2) (1976) have
the effect of requiring notice to any city within two mi[es and the situs
township of the affected propert,y.

The office of the attorney general does not agree with this interpretation.
Letter from Michael R. Gallagher to Benton Co. Attorney Richard T.
.Tessen, Jan. 17, 1978.
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The singularity of the additional notice requirement may belie its sig-

nificance, for it is the first inkling that the Minnesota legislature may be

edging close to statutory declaration that rezoning is to be legally classi-

fied as an administrative act, rather than legislative. This is a positive

sign for those concerned over the manner in which seemingly arbitrary re-

zoning type amendments sweep away the “protection ostensibly provided

by zoning to farmers and other landowners in fringe areas of suburbia.

Though the paucity of further statutory restraints subdue enthusiasm,

such restraints are perhaps properly omitted, since so long as rezoning

activities are considered legislative acts, and thus subject to limited court

review, statutorily imposed requirements with respect to standards and

criteria, findings, and reasons may seem to interfere improperly with the

exercise of authority by an elected representative body. The new notice,

hearing, and review procedures may serve to broaden the information base

and to alter the weight the county board choses to assign to interests af-

fected by rezoning, but the,y must be viewed as minor impediments to what

in some instances may be an arbitrary decision nearly untouctiable

courts. 163

Administrative Procedures for Issuing Conditional Use Permits—

Conditional use permits in one form or another have been part

by the

of

163. The MLDC does treat rezoning amendments as administrative, stipu-
lating that decisions must be supported by findings and conclusions based
on a record as if a “special development permission” had been granted.
Op. Cit. 9 2-312. See footnote 26 and discussion at p. 5 supra. In
this respect the MLDC seems superior to the Minnesota statute. The
MLDC’ also would allow rezoning decisional authority to be delegated
to an administrative body. (Yp. Cit. g 2-302.
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comprehensive zoning from its early history. Since at least 1926, when

the SZEA was promulgated, it has been recognized that the appropriate

locations and acceptable physical characteristics of certain quite proper

uses of land could not be predetermined and set forth in a zoning ordinance.
164

Permits for such land uses are customarily issued by a body possessing the

discretionary power to determine (1) whether that particular use should be

allowed at all at the proposed location and (2) the development standards that

must be observed if the development is to be allowed to proceed. Land uses

needing such specialized treatment are generally those whose inherent

characteristics make them potentially much more damaging to the interests

of other property owners and the public than other land uses allowed as a

matter of right in compliance with pre-ordained standards (e. g. , permitted

uses). They have passed under various titles, including conditional uses,

special exception, special uses, and special permit uses. 165 Discretionary

approval authority may have been vested in the governing body or delegated

to another entity. In any instance, the courts have insisted that the applicant

be protected against arbitrary denial or other unfair treatment infringing on

constitutionally protected rights of due process and freedom from unlawfu L

166, 167
discrimination.

164.

165.

1.66.

167.

Op. Cit. ~ 7. See footnote 6.

5 American Land Planning Law S 148.07 ( N. Williams 1977). R. Snyder,
Zoning Principles and Definitions, Ag. Ext. Serv. Folder 251, (rev. 1978,
Minn. ).

Minnetonka Congregation of Jehovah’s Witnesses, Inc. v. Svee, 303 Minn.
79, 226 NW2d 306.

U. S. Const. Amend. XIV, ~ 1.
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Prior to the 1974 amendment to the 1959 CPA, Minnesota enabling

legislation for land use planning by all political subdivisions was silent

with respect to nomenclature

uses needing this specialized

and procedures that might be usecl for land

treatment.
168

Influenced by planning con-

169
sultants, a model shore land ordinance promulgated by DNR and other

sources of guidance, counties proceeded to include provisions of this

nature in their ordinances ~ but in a manner lacking statewide

consistency. Thus , in 1973, the term “conditional use” appeared

in 72 percent of ordinances with zoning provisions but “special

use” 170was found .in 24 percent and other terms were present.

Even more variation could be observed with respect to granting

authority, which was vested in the county board in two--thirds of

the ordinances, in the board of adjustment in 28 percent, and in

the planning commission i.n 10 percent.
171 Similar inconsistencies

,.Jere pr~se~lt with regard to heari.nq and notice requirements and

172
other provisions, Even if authorityto use this administrative device

168. Minnesota is one of nine states where the statutes
matter. Most states adopted provisions identical

are silent on this
to or rnodeLed after

the SZEA, which contained almost no detail or procedural guidance,
but used the term “speciaL exception” and assigned granting authority

to the board of adjustment. 1 Ameri.can Land Planning Law 369 (N.
t$’illiams, 1977).

169. Minn. Reg. Con. 77(1970 ed.).

170. See footnote 93.

~710 ld. Some ordinances used more than one granting body. The situ-
ation was particularly confusing in counties that had adopted both a
shoreland ordinance and a county wide ordinance, with each granting
this authohityto a different bod(y. Id.

172. See p. 40 infra.
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could be implied from general language in the enabl

Minnesota Supreme Court found in Zylka v. Crcystal

n.g [egis[ation, as the

1’73 the need fOr

statutory guidelines was clear. These were, in 1974, supplied i.n abundant

detail by a wholly new section found in the CPAA, supplemented by revisions

and additions in other related parts of the statute. 174

The statutory insertions and revisions resulted in eight accomplishments:

l) Provided a common nomenclature and definitions; 2) Mandated that zoning

ordinances shall contain standards and criteria for a[l land uses designated

therein for approval on a discretionary basis, (conditional uses); 3) Limited

the assignment of decisional authority; 4) Set forth minimum notice and

hearing requirements; 5) Provided for special restrictions; 6) Made special

a[lowance for environmental concerns; 7) Required recor

permits; 8) Clarified the continuity of permits. These wi

order,

Nomenclature and Definition

ation of issued

be taken up in

‘I’he added statutory material defines and uses exclusively “conditional

use” to refer to land developments and development activities to be approved

175 The term seems appropriate. It was already beingon a discretionary basis.

used in the major it,y of county ordinances 1.76 and conveys a clearer sense of the

173. 283 Minn. 192, 167 N.W. 2d 45 (1969).

174. Ch. 571, ~~ 1 (6),
= 1 Laws of Minn,

175. See footnote 42.

21, 22, 34, 35, and 45 Laws of Minn. (1974), Ch. 177
(1976) supplied additional detail.

176. See p. 32 supra.
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manner and purpose of the regulatory measures applied to [and uses so

designated, i. e. , permission wi[l be granted on condition that certain stand-

ards and criteria are met, but also ma,y be conditioned on the observance of

special restrictions. It also avoids the erroneous implication of the term

used in the SZEA, “special exception”, that the development or land use was

an exception from ordinance requirements, making hazy and unclear the

distinction between conditionally permitted uses and those allowed pursuant

to a variance.
177

But the true significance of the statutory terminology is

simply that it now exists as part of the law, setting a standard for uniformity

that can reduce the obvious communicatiorl and educational problems that

inhe:+e in the use of multiple terms.

According to the definition “conditional use means a laud use or develop-

ment as defined b,y ordinance that would not be appropriate generally but

may be aLlowed” 178i.f certain conditions are present. This is meant to en-
*

compass land development activity (e. g. , draining or filling a wetland) as

well as the use of land or buildings for some identifiable purpose 179 and is

expressly extended to “pLanned unit developments” which, though not

statutorily defined, are common[,y considered to include Land areas owned

177. ~ 7, S.ZEA. Also see footnote 6. The new Minnesota statute precludes
allowing deviation from ordinance standards except by issuance of a
variance. Attorney General opinion 125 a 66, June 6, 1978.

178. See footnote 42,

179. See footnote 44
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180
in common and multiple land uses. It is also clear that the legislature

recognized the value of placing conditional. uses in subcategories which

181
might be h;andled differently under a local ordinance.

The conditions referred to in the definition include: (1) conditions de-

tailed in the zoning ordinance (standards and criteria as discussed in the

next section); (2) conformity with the “comprehensive land use p~an of the

182
county”; and (3) compatibility with the existing neighborhood. The plan

conformity requirement is somewhat lacking in clarity since the ame[lded

statute elsewhere implies that a comprehensive plan shall be the basis for

183
official controls onl,y when adopted by ordinance. In contrast to Minne-

184
sots’s municipai planning act, there i.s no provision for adoption of

“comprehensive” or “comprehensive land use” plans by the county planning

commission or any “planning agency” except for the governing body, It

seems unlikel,y that th~ le~islature intended to give legal effect to a plan

that had not received official sanction.

180.

181.

182.

183.

184,

Id. The lack of express provisions and guidelines for planned unit de-
velopments remains one of the universal shortcomings of planning enabling
legislation for local units in Minnesota. Although “cluster developments”

are provided for in the administrative regulations relating to shore land
management (Minn. Reg. Cons. 74 (1970 cd.)) and a special condominium

statute has been enacted (Minn. Stat. ch. 514 (1976)), neither is ade-

quate for this purpose.

See footnote 43 and Minn. Stat. S 394.30 (5) (1976).

See footnote 42.

Minn. Stat, S 394.23 (1976).

Minn. Stat. S 462.355 (2) (1976).
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Another somewhat puzzling situation is presented by the appearance

after the 1974 amendment of the term “site plan regulations” as an ex-

185
ample of official controls. Site plan regulations or site pLan approval.

involves the use ot discretion in a manner virtually indistinguishable from

that involved in issuing conditional use permits,
186

especially those for

planned unit developments. Did the legislature intend that counties might

regulate site plans without observing the statutorily imposed procedures

for conditional use permits ? IS “site plan regulations” another term des-

cribing subdivision controls and mere tautology since the term “subdivision

controls “ is found immediately proceeding? Or is site pLan approval only

a ste~ toward the granting of a conditional use permit ? l“hese and other

positions are arguable. Such ambiguity may encourage counties wishing

to avoid certain procedural mandates for conditional use permit ad-

ministration to adopt “site pLan” ordinances as an alternative.

Standards and Criteria

The statute now makes mandatory the inclusion in the zoning

ordinance of standards and criteria which must be utilized in

determining whether to issue a conditional use permit for a given

proposal. 187 This may represent a notable change from previous

185. Minn. Stat. ~ 394.22 (6) (1976), amending Minn. Stat. ~ 394.22 (6) (1971).

186. Craig, D. W. “Discretionary Land Use Controls -- The Iron Whim of

the Public “ in 1 Proceeding, Institute on Planning, Zoning and Eminent
Domain 9, (Southwest Legal FoL~ndation$ l~rll)”

187. See footnote 44.
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law, since the Supreme Court in this state, unlike Michigan and

some others, has not found a violation of constitutionally pro-

tected rights when conditional uses were s~rnply listed in the

ordinance without standards or criteria. that would guide a deci-si-on

making body or inform a landowner or developer of what might be

required of him, so long as the decision were made by the governing

body.188 This has allowed almost complete discretion to be exer-

cised, with little protection against arbitrary and discriminatory treat-

ment without resort to litigation.

The standards and criteria now required may do much to reduce

the possibility that such treatment will occur in the future.

Although there is no mandate that they must be quantitative

rather than qualitative as much as possible and it i-s clear that

the less definitive cri-teri-a may be stated as an alternative, (to

standards), the fact that the ordinance must contain “insofar as practicable,

requirements specific to each designated conditional use” could be of far

reaching significance. 189

The initial impact may seem to be a negative one, since

counties will need to make expenditures for studies that are

suitable for developing the required specific standards and

criteria and then assume the cost of incorporating them into

190
zoning ordinances by appropriate amendments. In the longer

188. Zylka v. Crystal, see footnote 173. Compare Osius V. St. Clair Shores,
344 Mich. 693, 75 N.W.2d 25, 58ALR2d 1079 (1976).

189. See footnote 44.

190. This imposition ma,y have been a major factor underlying the legislative
decisionto delay the required date of compliance with new ordinance
and procedural requirements an additional year (to 1978) after the

effective date of the 1974 amendments. (Minn Stat ~ 394.312 (1977 Supp. )).
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perspective, however, exercise of the approval autho.r.iby for

conditional uses may be simplified because of the guidance provided

by the ordinance leaving less need for a broad ranging study of

the impact of each proposed use and a greater opportunity to more.

carefully consider questions left unresolved by the predeveloped

standards and criteria. This could be a great aid to the decisional

process and produce more uniform and objecti~rely established

results, since the major consi.derati.ons in reaching a decision will

have been determined before the identity or character of the

applicant becomes known. An applicant may also find it to his

advantage to know to an appropriate degree the standards and criteria

that will be used as bases for judgment of his proposal; this might

inter ali.a, afford a presentation that supplies the facts and— —

circumstances material to the ordinance requirements.

Another impact may lie in the possibility that fewer types

of developments will be treated as conditional uses. Studies may

reveal that some, perhaps many, kinds of development. intended

i.ni_tially to be treated as conditional uses may be allowed, as a

matter of right if they comply with detailed quantitative standards thereby

deveLopecl. Some take the position that excessive use of the conditional

191
use technique is a serious problem in land use control. If this view is

correct, a tendency toward reduction is a positive element.

191. .T.J. ~~vis, lllinois Zoning: Every Use a Special Use, 1974 U. 11[. L.
F. 340, 350,



Finally, the ordinance

heayily on a county board’s

39

standards and criteria requirement may impinge

decision as to whether to reserve final decision

making authority to itself or to delegate it to the planning commission. Pre-

192
viously, as has been observed, if the power were reserved to the elected

body, no ordinance standards and criteria were considered necessary. The

193
opposite was true, however, if the power were delegated. The prac-

tical implication of this could not have been lost on local officials. Under

the new rules, delegation may be viewed more favorably, gaining the ad-

vantages of lowered administrative costs, less delay to the applicant, reduced

probability of politically motivated decisions, and increased opportunity

for the county board to do more “sittin’ and rockin’” over more sig-

nificant policy decisions. These outcomes must remain conjectural since

the reaction by counties is still uncertain, but the potential for improving “

the decision-making climate seems apparent.
194

Ass

As already noted,

gnment of Decisional Authority

previous law discouraged the county board in Minne -

sots from delegating authority to order the

195
mits to an appointive body. Among those

192. See footnote 188.

193. Id.

194. See discussion at p. 15, et seq, supra— .—
new statutory provisions may militate

195. Also see discussion at ~. 18 su~ra.—

issuance of conditional use per-

that did, a large majorit,yfollowed the

however, su~~est,ing that other
against delegation.
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The CPAA

40

supplied by the SZEA and chose the board of adjustment. 196

makes delegation to that body unLawful, but expressly permits

delegation to the pl.arming commission

the planning commission even if decis.

10Q

197
It also now requires review by

onal power is retained by the county

board. ‘d” Moreover, the reservation-delegation decision is not confined

to an either-or situation. If the county board wishes to maintain direct

control with respect to some listed conditional uses, for example those with

stronger potential political repercussions, the statutory language strongly

suggesting categorization of conditional uses ma,y induce them to delegate

199
where other conditional uses are involved. A precedent for this arrange-

200ment appears in ordinances already adopted irr certain counties.

Notice and Hearing Requi.rements

Action on conditional use permit applications must now be

conducted with full opportunity for interested parties to part-

icipate. The statute as zm.ended jr]. 1974 provided that a public

hearing must be held with notice to the public, the township

containing the affected property, nearby municipalities ~ and

property owners of record within one-half mile.201 The last

196.

197.

198.

199.

200.

201.

See discussion at p. 18 and p. 25 supra and ~ 7 SZEA. ALSO see
footnote 6.

See footnote 43.

See footnote 87.

See footnote 43.

Freeborn County Zoning Ordinance, adopted Aug. 1, 1967. o~msted
County Zoning Ordinance, Adopted Jan 2, 1970.

Minn. Stat. ~ 394.26 (2) (1974)} as amended, Minn. Stat. !3 394.26 (2)
(1976).



requirement has proven to be controversy-al and was revised in 1976

to prov.i.de for notice to all owners of record within one-quarter

mile of the affected property, or the &en properties nearest to

t-he affected property, whichever would provide notice to more

landowners. 202 Even as revised, the new provi.si-ons mandate a

notable change from past procedure. In 1973, fewer than 60 percent

c)f coun-ty zoning ordinances gave such not-ice to the public, nearby

municipa].ities , and neighboring landowners~ usually those w-ithi.n

203
500 feet. Less than one-third notified the township.~04 In a

f:ew ordinances, no hearing or notice requirements were present.205

The statutorily mandated notices will help assure responsible

action by the decision making body~ but we may note as a caveat

that they may also assist neighboring landowners in influencing

ciecisions toward a result favorable to them at the expense of

impartial treatment of the applicant. This would seem not to be

a serious consequence, since the element of causation is at least questionable,

:;ince resisting’ landowners are Likely to learn of the proposal even if notice

is limited. The courts will still be necessary to correct injustices of this

206nature.

2oq. Minn. Stat. S 394.26 (2) (1976), amending Minn. Stat, S 394.26 (2) (1974).

203. See footnote 938

204. M.

205. ld,

206. See footnote 166.
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Effect on the Environment

A new special grant of authority

than meaningful in a legalistic sense

quest” the applicant for a conditional

and extent” of any “material adverse

which seems suggestive rather

states that the county board ma,y “re-

use permit to “demonstrate the nature

effect on the environment” that the plan-

207
ni.ng commission has identified as a possibility. Although the underlaying

208
concept is similar to that of the environmental policy act, which calls

for an environmental impact statement when the physical en~’ironment may

be seriously endangered, the lack of guidelines and of power to demand the

production of environmental information, rather than “request” it, leave

one uncertain as to the legislative intent. There would seem to be

nothing standing in the way of the applicant being required to submit environ-

mental impact information to satisfy an appropriately phrased standard or

criteria listed in the zoning ordinance. Perhaps the new statutory language

is meant only

but the board

applicant wi~[

to cover instances where the ordinance has no such standard,

wishes to expand review of a proposed conditional use if the

cooperate.

Whatever its meaning, the statute will be easily overlooked since it is

located in a wholl,y separate section distant from and unreferred to by the

detailed section on conditional use permit administration.
209

Its location

207. Minn. Stat. !3 394.362 (2) (1976).

208. Minn. Stat. Ch. 116D (1976).

209. See footnote 207. Most detail on conditional use permit administra-

tion is in Minn. Stat. ~ 394.301 (1976).
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may be exp Lained by the fact that i.t was not part of the amending bills as

introducedz~o but was added in a modified form by committee action in the

House?” 212retained in the House version of W? 2576, and in the conference

bill finally enacted. 213

Special Restrictions

Land uses or developments treated as conditional. uses are

often so categorized because of their potentially harmful or

negative impact on the value and enjoyment of neighboring proper-

ties or the neighborhood in general. As noted earlier, a conditional

use by defi.ni.tion may be allowed only if it is “compatible with

the existing neighborhood”.
214 To ensure adequate protection

against negative externalities, the body responsible for the

issuance of conditional use permits i-s authorized by statute to

attach “such additi-onal restrictions or conditions as it deems

necessary to protect the public interest” .
215 This appears to

restore to the decisional body a si.gnifi.cant proportion of the

flexibility that may have been lost as a result of the ordinance

standards and criteria requirements. Although it would not extend

to absolute prohibition, the use of the property

restricted as to have the same practical effect.

might be so

Unreasonable

.—

210, HF 2591 and SF 2576, as introduced, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

211. See footnote 14.

212. 4 .Journal of the House 6860, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

213. See footnotes 23 and 24.

214. ‘3~ ee p. 35 supra.

215, See nootnote 43.
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restrictions, of course, may be dec[ared unlawful by a court of competent

jurisdiction, but court delays and attorney’s fees may make this an in-

effective remedy in many instances. One can argue that the flexibility is

necessary and advantageous, despite the possibility of abuse, since it

offers opportunities to allow a greater mixing of land uses, which may be

convenient and cost-saving, with a minimal degree of conf[ict. The statute

does not itself place I.imits on or specify the t,ypes of restrictions that can

be imposed, but it does give some illustrative examples: “matters relating

to appearance, lighting, hours of operation, and performance character-

216
istics”, From these examples, it would appear that the legislature had

in mirid commercial, light industrial, and perhaps agricultural land uses,

rather than residential.

Record ation

If approved conditional uses are subject to special restrictions and con-

ditions not appearing in the ordinance, a future owner, though perhaps

legally bound, could acquire the property without notice or knowledge that

such encumbrances exist. l-his event is guarded against by a new statutory

mandatory filing of record of all conditional use permits with the county

recorder or registrar of titles. 217
If one presumes that restrictions ancl

criteria attached to the permit will appear thereon, record ation may be the

most effective means for giving notice to and mitigating enforcement

216. Id.

217. NIinn. Stat. ~ 394.301 (4) (1976).
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problems against a succession of landowners. There seemsf however,

-to be little reason to require recordation of permits when no

special restrictions and conditions are attached. All ordinances

are recorded even though they by statute do not constitute en-

218
cumbrances on property.

The statute also states that “restrictive covenants may

be entered into regarding such matters” as special restrictions

219
and conditions. This seems to contribute little since the

exercise of the police power is not dependant upon such encum-

brances, whether recorded or not.

C’ontinuit,y

The questionof whether a conditional use permit maybe used as a

practical. substitute for a system of periodic licensing by issuing temporary

permits is to a large extent resotved by a statutory dec~aration that such a

permit “shall remain in t~ffeci for so long as the conditions agreed upon are

,,220
observed. ‘This of course raises the question of whether periodic re-

newal of the permit ma,y be imposed as a condition at the time of the initial

approval. Such an interpretation seems unlikel,y since it would remove most

or all meaning to the statutory declaration. Additional supportive evidence

221
is given by the suggested types of restrictions and conditions, which

though not meant to be inckusive, may, b,y application of the rule of

218. Minn, Stat. S 394.35 (1976).

21!3, See footnote 43.

220. Minn. Stat. !4 394.301 (3) (1976).

221. See p. 44 supra.
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222
car ess io ‘u_ni& e,x.~lg.s.io al~ti, preclude the imposition of restric-

tions and criteria wholly dissimilar from and unrelated to the statutory

examples. A condition limiting the permit to a term wou].d seem to fall in

this category.

An accompanying provision insures that the required continued validity

of conditional use permits shall not interfere with the enforcement of re-

223
striations imposed by future Legislative action. Such action might, for

example, alter development standards or land use restrictions to make the

224
conditional use a nonconformity and thus expose it to constraints on

expansion, reconstruction, or, in an extreme situation, to termination

225
after an appropriate amortization period.

Administrative Procedures for Issuing Variances

From their inception in the early part of this century, comprehensive

zoning Laws and ordinances have recognized that the uniform enforcement

of set standards and restrictions over a designated area, as a zoning dis -

trict, would not necessarily resu

226
owners. To prevent an injust

—

t in uniformity of hardship among land-

ce to property owners thereby presented

222.

223.

224.

2~5a

226.

Merrnin, Samuel, Law and the Legal System 207.

See footnote 220.

Minn. Stat. S 394.22 (8) (1976).

Minn. Stat. S 394.36 (1976).

5 American Law of Zoning S 129, 01, (N. Wiliiams, 1977).
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with an unusually burdensome situation a device called a variance was used

to allow variation from the strict terms of the ordinance.
227

Variances

were specifically provided for in the SZ13A and

228 229
statutes. As we have seen, despite such

230
municipal planning legislation, Minnesota’s

231
act was an exception.

As counties in Minnesota preceded

in the si. xti. es and early seventi es , the

respect to variances was filled by the expert

n most state enabling

language in the earlier

original county planning

t~ adopt zoning ordinances

statutory vacuum with

bqt generally nonlegal

advice of planning consultant firms hired to develop land use plans

and ordinances and, after 1970~ by administrative rules Con~ernin9

control of development i.n shore land areas then promulgated by the

state Department of Natural Rescmrces.232 The results, revealed

by a survey of all county ordinances in effect in March/ 1973/

demonstrate the shortcomings of the statute. Although only three

of 104 ordinances failed to provide for the issuance of variances,

there was considerably less concensus with respect to the precise

manner in which this traditional means of providing relief to

harshly affected landowners was to be utilized. In designating

227.

228.

229.

230.

231.

23~.

Id.

3 American Lawof Zoning S 129.01, (N. Williams, 1977).

Seep. 22 etseq. supra..—

C’h. 340~ 3, Laws ofMinn. (1929).

Ch. 559, Laws ofMinn, (1959).

Minn. Reg. Cons. 70(d), 75(b) and 77(1970).
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the granting body, for example, the board of adjustment, was chosen in

83 percent of the ordinances, but 12 and 5 percent specified the county

board and planning commission respectively and in four counties, which

had each adopted 2 ordinances, the dcwuments failed to agree on the

233
assignment of this important quasi-judicial. function. As has been

observed, this question was resolved whe’n the 1974 amendment declared

that the board of adjustment “shaLl have exclusive authority to order the

,,234
issuance of variances. Other areas of cc]nfusion needing statutory

resolution comprised, inter alia, the definition of a lawful variance,.— —

hearing and notice procedures, and findings necessary to justif,y a var -

iance. The manner in which the legislature spoke to these and related

issues wiLl be the focus of the remaining discussion in this section.

What Does “Variance” Mean?

A ‘basic problem area concerns the simple matter of definition. The

word “variance” is an ambiguous term, since it rna<y be used in both a

technica[ and generic sense and even when used technically may convey

varying messages to different readers or listeners. Further, the courts

in severa[ states and the Legal community in general have for a long time

recognized a major distinction between a “use” ,

233. See footnote 93. This was only one of several kinds of inconsistencies
found in 24 counties that had adopted both shore land management or-
dinances (containing several types of controls, including zoning) and
countywide zoning ordinances.

234. Ch. 371, S 27, Laws of Minn. (“!974), now appearing as Minn, Stat.
8 394.27 (7) (1976). See discussion at p. 25 supra.——
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variance, which allowed deviation from the restrictions on types of land uses

permitted and a “non-use” variance, generally used to allow deviation from

dimensional standards,
235

such as building set-back or Lot area requirements.

Interpretative problems of this nature are met in the 1974 amendment by

(1) the insertion of a definition of “variance”, 236 and (2) an express prohibition

against the issuance of variances that would “allow

in the zoning district in which the

Problems that might arise if,

a generic sense, are avoided by a

subject property

after definition,

definition that is

any use that is prohibited

,,237
is located.

“variance” is used in

itself essentially generic:

“any modification of variation of official controk” where because of “excep -

tional circumstances”
238

strict enforcement would cause unnecessary hardship.

An attempt to be more specific failed in the legislature when a committee

sponsored amendment to the original bill HF 2591 that would have a\tered

the definition to confine variance to “modifications or variations of land

development standards contained in official controls”, though adopted in the

House,
239

and appearing in the House version of SF 2576, 23ga was not present

240
in the enacted conference bil[. The House bil~ amendment may have been

235. 4 American Land Planning Law S 132.01 (N, Williams, 1977).

236. C’h. 571 S 5, Laws of Minn, (1974), now appearing as Minn. Stat.
s 394.22 (lo) (1976).

237. Ch. 571 S 27, Laws of Minn. (1974), now appearing as Minn. Stat.
~ 394.27 (7) (1976).

238. See footnote 236

239. 3 Journal of the House 5358, 68th Legislature, (Minn. 1974)

239a. 4 Journal of the House 6134, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

240. See footnotes 23 and 24,
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wise, since under the present language, the broad powers of the board of’

adjustment appear to extend to allowing deviation from procedural require-

ments, the assignment

visions found in zoning

of responsibilities, and many other types of pro-

ordinances. This much flexibility, probably urine -

cessary, could interfere with the effectiveness of statutory safeguards

against misuse of regulatory power.

The provision making unlawful the issuance of “L~se” variances, quoted

241
supra, and nearly identical to one found in the municipal planning act,

eliminates any prior uncertainty that may have been disquieting to county

officials, since legality of “use” variances was questionable even before

242
statutory prohibition. Courts in some, but not ail, states have found

their issuance tantamount to rezoning and unlawful without full compliance

243
with procedures required for amending a zoning ordinance. The need

for legislative cl. arificati.on was also indicated by an observed [ack of

uniformity and consistency. Count,y ordinances in 1973 were sp[it 60-40

on the question of “use” variances with allowing for their issuance pre-

244
vailing, and in 11 counties with multiple zoning ordinances, the ordinances

245
failed to agree on this rather significant issue.

241.

242.

243.

244.

245.

Minn. Stat. S 462.357 (6) (1976).

5 American Land Planning Law, S9 132.01 - .102 (N. Williams, 1977).

Id.

See footnote 93

Id.
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When Is a Variance a Proper Remedy.?

In a wholly new subdivision to section 394.27, the 1974

legislature attempted to set forth in considerable detail an ex-

clusive set of circumstances that would justify the issuance of a

246
variance. Unfortunately, not all ambiguities have been elimin-

ated. Some background will be useful.

The two phrases associated with the grounds for granting

variances are “practical difficulties” and “unnecessary hardship”,

the latter representing a higher plateau of landowner frustration.
247

In some juri.sdi.ctions a parallel has been drawn between these phrases

and the type of variance that is involved, with the courts consid-

ering a finding of practical difficulty sufficient to justify a

“non-use” variance, but requiring a finding of unnecessary hardship

to affirm a grant of the presumably more disruptive “use” variance.
248

In others, the two phrases are treated as having substantially the

same meaning and any distinction between grounds for use and non-use

variances is based on factual circumstances aside from the

phraseology.24g

Neither the courts nor legislature of Minnesota have spoken to this

issue sufficiently to dispel the quandary. The municipal planning act,

barring “use” variances,
250

uses the single phrase “undue hardship”

246. Ch. 321 ii 27, Laws of Minn. (1974))now appearing as Minn, Stat.
!3 394.27 (7) (1976).

247. 5 American Land Planning Law !3 130.01 (N, Williams, 1977).

248. 5 American Law of Zoning, S 18.46 (R.M. Anderson, 1977).

249. 5 American Land Planning Law, S 145.06 (N. Williams, 1977),

250. See footnote 241



saris definition except for the gu

the hardship exists because

251
property. The Supreme

troversy in the city of Saint

of c

52

dance given by a requirement that

rcumstances unique to that particular

Court, deciding a “non-use” variance con-

Paul, quoted both the statute and language

in the Saint Paul ordinance inciuding the phrase “practicai difficulties or

peculiar hardship”, found evidence to support a finding of both practical

difficulties and undue hardship, ‘but made no commitment as to the .~’caning

252
of the two terms.

The 1974 Legislature was equally unhelpful. The bi.1.ls amerlding the

county planning act as introduced used a definition of variance indicating that

variances might be granted in cases of unnecessary hardship or because

strict conformity with an ordinance “would be unreasonable, impracticable,

253
or infeasible under the circumstances”. A suspicion that this meant that

practical difficulty was sufficient ground for granting a variance seemed to

be confirmed by language in a wholly new detailed subdivision on variances

providing that they might be granted only “when there are practical diffi-

254
culties and particular hardship”.

251..

252.

253.

254.

Id.

lVIerriam Park Community Council, Inc. v. McDonough, 299 Minn. 285,
210 N. W.2d 416 (1973).

HF 2591 S 6 and SF 2575 S 6 (as introduced), 68th Legislature (Minn.
1974). The language was actually taken from shore land management
regulations. Minn. Reg. Cons. 77 (1970 ed. ).

HF 2591 ~ 29 and SF 2579 ~ 29 (as introduced). Note the word
“particular” instead of “unnecessary”. The requirement that
a particular hardship had also to be unnecessary to justify a
variance is made clear by the definition of hardship which
followed this sentence in the bill and now appears in the statute.
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The subsequent legislative history is complicated, but necessary to

fully appraise the state of the law. In the House, HF 2591 was altered to

eliminate the phrase “practical difficulties” from the new subdivision and

to remove the “practical difficulty” language from the definition, 255 NO

“companion amendments” were made to the Senate bill, which therefore

continued to recognize practical difficulties as a basis for a non-use var–

256
iance, unti[ the House substituted its own version of SF 2576 for the

257
passed Senate bill, The conference committee, apparently as a com -

promise, left the phrase “practical difficulty” in the new subdivision on

variances (as a basis for granting a variance) but struck the “practical

difficulty” language from the definition.
258

This was accepted by both

houses in adoption of the conference bill.

The end product leaves uncertain the legality of

variances issued on the basis of practical difficulties not severe

enough to qualify as unnecessary hardships. Ironically, the legis-

lative history, if anything, contributes to the ambiguity. Without

it, the great detail defining the elements of unnecessary hardship

contrasted with the single use of the phrase “practical difficulty”

with no explanatory language suggests that the latter is just

another term for the former, as some courts have found .25g Know-

ledge of differences between the two houses of the leqi. slature and

255. 3 Journal of the House 5358, 5360 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

256. SF 2596 (as first passed) 3 Journal of the Senate 5061, 68th Legislature
(Minn. 1974).

257. See footnote 16.

258. See footnotes 23 and 24.

259. Brown v. Beuc, 384 S, W.2d 845 (Me. App. 1964).
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the compromise outcome suggests that the

is meant to have independent significance.

term “practical difficulty”

A second ambiguity as to I.awful grounds for granting variances can

be found in language in the new detailed subdivision on variances used to

define hardship. The original bills both indicated that hardship meant, inter

alia, that the property could not ,yield an “equitable return” and that there

was no “economic use” for the property. 260, 261
T;~is phraseology is

ar to that

table” nor

262 Although nei.thersimi n widespread use by the courts.

“equ “economic” were defined, they clear[y imply a sense of

fairness within the framework of the marketplace; i. e. , the use of the

property must not be SC) restricted that it limits the number of potential

buyers so as to effectively take it off the market altogether, since no

reasonable person would be willing to assume the costs of ownership. Such

a criterion leaves room for discretion, but only within the context of the

,narket.

The legislature found these criteria unsatisfactory. Both

bills were revised to delete any direct reference to economic

circumstances and to introduce languat3e incorporating a more

abstract
262iil

“reasonable use” concept. This now appears in the

enacted law. 263 Replacement of the equitable return concept

one using “put to a reasonable use” as a criterion may at first

with

260. HF 2591 Ei29 (as introduced), 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

261. SF 2576 S 29 (as introduced), 68th Legislature (M.inn. 19’74).

262. 3 American Law of Zoning gs 19. 17-.22 (R. M. Anderson, 1977).

Zfjza. 3 Journal of the House 5362, 3 Journal of the Senate 4464, 68th Legis-

lature (Minn. 18’74).

263. Minn. Stat. ~ 394.27 (7) (1.976).
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seem “reasonable”, but closer inspection brings one to the realization the

reasonableness may be in the eyes of the beholder, raising questions as

to whether the term means a use that is reasonable as viewed b,y societ,y

as a whole, as viewed by a potentiai purchaser with an eye to exploitation,

or as viewed by the Sierra Club. Moreover, reasonableness may or may

not be construed within the framework of private ownership. It may, for ex-

ample, be perfectly reasonable that a given parcel of’ property in a partic -

ular location be preserved as open space, maintained as wildlife habitat,

or paved as a parking area, but is it reasonable to expect a private party to

assume the costs of ownership when the benefits of the “reasonable

use” are diffused generally throughout a neighborhood or the public

in general? Probably not, but the statutory language could lead

a conscientious board of adjustment to that conclusion and create

the need for a private landowner to litigate to preserve constitu-

tionally protected rights in property.

Recognizing that court action may be necessary to resolve

these remai.ni-ng ambiguities, may we assume for the moment that a

successful applicant for a variance must satisfy the unnecessary

hardship criterion. Without raising confounding questions of

i.nterpretati.on, what elements does the statute require to be

found before the board of adjustment can legally make an affirm–

ative response? There appear to be six:

1) The terms of variances must be in harmony with the

general purposes and intent of official controls

2) The subject property cannot be put to a reasonable

use as restricted by the ordinance



3)

4)

5)

6)
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The plight of the landowner i-s due to circumstances

affecting only khat specific property

The landowner did not create the circcmst.antes

causing his own diff!icul.t.ies

The i_ssuance of the variance wi-1..l not alter the

essential character of the locality

If the property canbe put to a reasonable ~se as restricted,

sornet,hing more than economic considerations rn’ust be involved

~ 64
in the alleged hardship.

The required fi.ndi.ngs are cumulative, not alternative; all

must be present to justify a variance, including number six which,

read literally, seems to take the decision completely out. of the

context of the market.

this interpretation is

granting of “non-use”

In a broader legal cc>ntext, the result of

that the statutory requirements for the

variances in Minnesota counties are as

stringent as those generally applied in other states for the

granting of “use” variances.265 It is unlikely that this inter-

pretation is correct, but the point is clearly arguable. Any

other interpretation transmutes the extreme detail defining “hard-

ship” into excess statutory baggage, viola-t,ing a basic tenant of

statutory construction. 266

Effect on the Environment

The applicant for a variance may face another hurdle if the board of

adjustment elects

264. Minn. Stat.

265. 3 American

266. Minn. Stat.

to exercise an option expressly made available to it in a

S 394.27(7) (1976).

Law of’ Zoning, S 18.47 (R. Anderson, 1977).

S?645.17(1976).
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wholly new section added to the county planning act in 1974, Section 394.362

now provides that if the applied for variance in the opinion of the board of

adjustment “may result in a material adverse effect on the environment”,

the applicant “may be requested by the board to demonstrate the nature and

,,267
extent of the effect. The effect the solicitous nature of this language

may have on the discretion of the board seems uncertain, but the new

section appears to introduce extrinsicl.y an implied statement of purpose

into the local ordinance. As in the case of a similar provision for condi-

tional use permits, the value of the 1974 addition is questionable.
268

Notice and Hearing Requirements

The 1974 amendments made the process of determining the satisfaction

of statutory standards, however

prior public hearing with written

9cfl

nterpreted, a very visible one by requiring

notice to interested parties specified by

statute. ““” This has proven to be a controversial measure.

It should first be noted that in 1973, although hearings on zoning vari-

ance applications were required in 5/6th of ail county zoning ordinances,

either “by the ordinance itsetf or because the decision was made by the board

of adjustment, whose acts were required by statute to be preceded by a

hearing, notice of the hearing was slight.
270

Only a third of the ordin-

ances required notice to the public and fewer than one-sixth provided for

267. Minn. Stat. B 394.362 (1) (1976).

268. See p. 42 supra.

269. C’h, 571, SS 20 and 21, Laws of Minn, (1974).

270. See footnote 93. Also Minn. Stat. !3 394.27 (6) (1971); as amended, Minn.

Stat. S 394.27 (6) (1976).
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notice to neighboring landowners, usually confined to those within 300

feet. 271 The amending bills as introduced mandated a hearing on all

applications with notice to the applicant, the public, the town board for

that township, the governing body of any city within 2 miles and all prop-

272
erty owners of record within 500’. The House, acting on th(: recommen-

dations of the Committee on Environmental Preservation and Natural .Re -

sources, amended the bi[l to provide for notice to all. property owners of

record within 1/2 mite in unincorporated areas and 500 feet in incorporated

273
.Sre as. The Senate bill was similarity amended by floor action in the

House,
274

and the same language was retained in the conference bill

finally enacted. The bill subsequently passed both houses and became law

275
in that form. CO Unt,Y officials expressed their O~pOSi.tiOn 2“r6 and in

1976, a further amendment changed the hearing notice requirement with

respect to other landowners in unincorporated areas to owners of record

within 500’ or the ten properties nearest the property of the applicant,

2’71..

272.

273.

274.

275.

276.

See footnote 93

HI? 2591 S 23 and SF 2576 S 23 (as introduced), 68th Legislature (Minn.
1974).

3 Journal of the House 5360, 68th Legislature, (Minn. 1974).

4 Journal of the House 6140, 68th Legislature (JVIinn. 1974).

Ch. 371, B 21, Laws of Minn. (1974).

The Minnesota State Association of County Planning and Zoning Admin-
istrators was particularly outspoken in its resistance to expanded
notice to landowners.
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278
whichever would provide notice to a greater number of landowners,

This arrangement, which seems equally well adapted to built-up unincor-

porated places, found in many lakeshore areas, and sparcely settled sec-

tions of the state, has remained in the statute to date, We may note in

passing that neither the municipal planning act nor the enabling legislation

for

the

not

township planning and zoning mandate procedures of this nature.
279

An interesting innovation adopted in the House on recommendation of

House Committee on Environmental Protection and Natural Resources

appearing in the conference committee bill attempted to make he aring

but

notice more meaningful by requiring that language in the notice describe

the subject property in a manner designed to be understandable
280

to the layman without reference to legal documents. The logic

of such a provision seems inescapable if one concedes the value

of citi, zen participation as a guard against governmental caprice.

Authority to Attach Conditions

Constrained as the discretionary power of the board of

adjustment may be by statutorily imposed prerequisite findings

for ordering the issuance of a variance, the board’s authority

i.n cases where factual circumstances justify an affirmative response

is significantly inflated by another statutory provision added in

1974 allowing the board to attach conditions to the variance.
281

- ——-. . .

278.

279.

280.

281.

C’h. 177, ~ 1, Laws ofMinn, (1974), now appearing as Minn.’ Stat,
~ 394.26 (2) (1976).

Minn. Stat. SS 462.351 etseq., SS 366.10 et seq., and iS@ 368.56 et
seq. (1976).

See footnote 273.

See footnote 39.
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The purpose of such conditions is “to insure compliance and to

282 In
protect adjacent properties and the publi,c interest.”

contrast with si.rnilar provi.si.ons with respect to the issuance of

conditional use permits, there are no further guidelines as to

the types of conditions that may be lawfully imposed.283 The

language was taken from the municipal planning, where it has

apparently not been problematic.284

Rerorclation

To provide notice to prospective buyers and mortagees

and other parties with an interest in the value of a property for

which a variance has been granted, the statute now requires that

a certified copy of the order for the issuance of the variance

be filed for record with the county recorder or registrar of

285
titles . This assures that any conditions attached to the

variance and perhaps constituting an encumbrance on the property

will appear of record. i.n the abstract of chain of title. 286’ The

required filing seems an unnecessary imposition when variances are

granted but no conditions are attached. Under these circumstances

a parcel of property developed or used in accordance with the

variance would assume the status of a non-conformity and any

—

282.

283.

284.

285.

286.

Id.

Id. See footnote 221

“Mi.nn. Stat. S 462.357(6) (1976).

Minn. Stat. S 344.27(8) (1976).

It should be noted here that copies of ordinances themselves must also
be filed for record but do not constitute encumbrances in real estate.
M.inn. Stat. ~394.35 (1976).
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interested party would receive constructive n.oti-ce by virtue of

the recordation of official controls and the opportunity to observe

the property itself.

Court Review

As a review of aboard of adjustment response to a variance request,

the statute continues to provide for de novo and exclusive review in the

287
district court of the situs county of the subject property. This statutory

appeal on questions of law and fact seems a bit of a curiosity by contrast

with Minnesota Supreme Court decisions restricting review of’ denia[s of

conditional use permits to review in the nature of a certiorari, refusing to

allow the introduction of evidence of additional decisional bases at trial.
288

The difference in scope of review seems unjustified and may be due oniy to

differing attitudes of the Minnesota Supreme Court and the Minnesota Legis-

lature, the latter having apparently decided to remain silent on

the question of scope of review of denials of applications for

289
condi. ti-onal use permits. De novo review by the courts may

reduce the incentive for the board of adjustment to make thorough

investigations and carefully record findings and determinations.

In the absence of legal challenge, o~portunities for an abuse of

discretion exist to a greater degree where such departures from

proper procedures are condoned.

287. Minn. Stat. 5 394.27 (8) (1976), replacing a similar provision found at
.Minn. Stat. S 394.27 (6) (1971).

288. Inland Construction CO. v. City of Bloomington, 292 Minn. 374, 195 N.W.2d
558 (1972): Metro 500, Inc. v. City of Brooklyn Park, 297 Minn. 294, 211
N.W, 2d 359.(1973).

289. Such a provision is conspicuous by its absence in Minn. Stat. iii 354.301
(1976) deal.ing in detail with the issuance of conditional use permits.
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Standing to appeal to district court, lirni.ted to 30 days after actual

notice of a board’s decision, is also awarded statutorily and is apparently

confined to any aggrieved

porati.ons and other Iegai

person or persons (presumably inc[uding cor -

entities 290), and any department, board, or

291commission of that county or of the state. The I.egislative history is

interesting. HF 2591 was amended in committee to provide standing to any

department, board, or commission of any political subdivision of the state. 292

Although through the amendment and adoption by the House of SF 2576 this ex-

tension was preserved, 293 it did not appear in the enacted conference bill.

As a consequence, the standing of a township or nearb,y municipa[it,y to insti-

tute a legal challenge is cast into doubt, despite the notice requirement with

respect to hearings that is prerequisite to the decision that they might wish

to challenge. Standing ma,y arise elsewhere, however.
294

concluding Comments-—— --——

This rather exhaustive recitation of past amendment county planning

act provisions that authorize but carefully circumscribe the exercise of

290.

291.

292.

293.

294.

Blacks I.Jaw Dictionary 1299 (4th ed. 1968).

Minn. Stat. ~ 394.27 (9) (1976). A previous provision deleted in 1974,

awarding standing to an,y person having an interest affected b,y such or-
dinance, was found at Mint’]. Stat. B 321.27 (6) (1971).

4 Journal of the House 5361, 68th Legislature (Minn. 1974).

4 Journal of the House 6140, 68the Legislature (Minn. 1974).

Minn. Stat. i? 116B (9) (1976) as one example (conferring to essentially
an,y conceivable entit,y the right to intervene in any administrative proce–
dure that may invo[ve impairment of the environment).
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discretion in the administration of zoning ordinances seems unsusceptible

to useful summarization. The reader who feels a compelling need for

a cursory review is referred to that portion of the introductory comments

that presents an overview of the Minnesota approach juxtaposed with the

A. L. I. Model Land Development Code.
295

A re-exarnination of those

prefatory remarks may also serve to explain the lack of comparison with

the “MLDC in the particularized account of statutory law in Minnesota. With

rare exception, most obviously with respect to hearing

cedures, the MLDC leaves to each political. subdi. vi,sion

and notj. ce pro-

clecisiorls that in

Minnesota have been largely removed from local discretion.

In neither case, however, has the state invaded delegated local author-

296
ity to make substantive regulatory law. . It is almost totally in the

area of procedural law that statewide uniformity is decreed. Express

297
power to regulate has in fact been e’nlarged; it is the manner in which

that power will be exercised that is prescribed.

Two basic premises seem to underlie the Minnesota county planning

enabling iaw provisions described in this paper. One is that, in

295.

296.

297.

See p. 5 et seq. supra.——

This is not necessarily true with respect to all state legislation dealing
with local land use control; the shore land management law in Minne-
sota, for example, preempts certain lawmaking authority to the state.

Minn. Stat. $! 105.485 and ‘394. 25 (2) (1976). Except for a cross
reference to such laws, the countiy planning act itself does not con-
flict with local substantive law-making authority. Minn. Stat.
S 394.25 (2) (1976).

Minn. Stat. 2 394024 (3) (1976) (new in 1974) and S 394.25 (1976),
amending ~ 394.25 (1971).
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this area of law, the” advantages of local control are sufficient

to justify intensive and detailed state legislative attention.

The other 1s that proper discretionary administration of zoning

ordinances is crucial to successful regulation of private land

use, perhaps surpassing in importance even the establishment of

zoning districts and the adoption of development standards in the

ordinance itself.

Neither premise i.s safe from attack. There are, par-

ticularly, those critics who insist that only through higher

levels of direct intervention by the state will our natural

resources be adequately protected. The influence of this line

of thought has been manifested in the enactment of speciali.?ed

regulatory programs i.n which state agencies play a leading role.

Examples include: Minnesota’s wild and scenic rivers, 298

shoreland management, 299 power plant siting, 300 critical areas, 301

302
and flood plain management programs. Even i.n these programs,

however, the close watch of the state over discretionary admi.n-

isicrati,ve decisions demonstrates awareness of their potential

impact.

Prior to the 1974 amendments, county land use control

programs were hampered by the inadequacy of enabling laws. They

probably still are, hlut the new and continuing provisions dis-

cussed in this paper appear to represent a major step toward

a more favorable institutional climate for future regulatory

activity.

—.-———c—.—

298. Minn. Stat. SS 104.31-.40 (1976).

299. Minn. Stat. 5 105.485 (1976).

300. Minn. Stat. SS l16C.51-.69 (1976) .

301. Mi.rm. Stat. 5S 116G.01-.14 (1976) .

302. Minn. Stat. SS 104.01-.07 (1976) .




